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Abstract. Traffic system is a complicated system, to realize digital management of transportation 
system, it is necessary to obtain the digital information of all component, and build the database to 
save and organize the digital information. According to the distribution characteristics of traffic 
system, CORS is a good choice to finish this work. In this paper, the method of using CORS 
technology to acquisition digital data of traffic system is introduced detailed, and the method of 
building the database is provided at the same time, these can be a beneficial reference for 
construction of traffic information system. 
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1. Introduction 

Digital management is an effective method for improving the efficiency of the transportation 
system, and the basic digital management method is establishing the digital traffic information system. 
The foundation of this digital system is acquisition data of each component of traffic system and build 
a database to save and organize the data. The data mainly include spatial data and property data, 
spatial data is more difficultly to get, because it needs people to work in field. In practice, using CORS 
technology can rapid, accurate and low cost to finish the work.  

2. Principle of CORS 

CORS(Continuous Operational Reference System) is a fast accurate measurement technology, it 
refers to place GPS measurement instrument on a coordinate precisely known point, based on the 
precise coordinate and measurements by GPS, the coordinate error(corrected value) of the point can 
be gained, and then transfer the corrected value to the rest unknown point, based on the measurements 
and the corrected value, the precise coordinate of the rest point can be gained. The principle can also 
use the formula to express like this: 
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3. The Advantages of Using CORS for Data Acquisition 

The main advantages of using CORS for data acquisition include two facts: fast speed and high 
accuracy.  

The traditional methods such as total station measurement is indirect measurement, it means the 
measuring instrument is need to set up on the known points, by measuring the relative position of 
known and unknown points relationship to calculate the coordinates data of unknown points, in this 
process, set up equipment, data calculation is very complicated, which cause the overall operation 
speed being slow. At the same time, subject to the instrument facts, all-weather work cannot be 
realized, it also affects the operation speed. CORS is direct measurement, it means the measuring 
instrument is set up on the unknown points, the coordinate data of unknown points was gained directly, 
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and CORS instrument is not affected by Factors such as environment and weather, all-weather work 
can be realized, so the operation speed can be Accelerated significantly. 

Basic tools of CORS is still GPS, but one disadvantage of GPS is the measurement accuracy is 
less than some traditional ways such like total station, if civilian GPS not through the elaboration late 
processing, single point error can reach about 20 to 30m, it cannot meet the accuracy requirement of 
traffic information system. But CORS improved this problem, by introducing a corrected value from 
known point to fix observed value of unknown points, greatly improve the accuracy, the accuracy of 
final results can satisfy the requirements of traffic information system completely.  

4. Method of using CORS Operations 

The first step of using CORS to operate is select the datum point, it is a known point, which means 
the point coordinate is known and accurate, set up a GPS instrument on this datum point, the observed 
coordinate value can be gained, based on the accurate coordinate and the observed coordinate, the 
corrected value can be calculated, then save the corrected value. In this step, the importance is 
selection of datum point location, the datum point location cannot far away from the whole survey 
area, if the datum point location far away from the whole survey area, the corrected value which 
gained from the datum point maybe unfit for some unknown points in survey area. 

The second step of using CORS to operate is transfer the corrected value to unknown points, GSM 
communication networks can be used to finish this work, with GSM, an internal communication 
network can be established, this network connects the GPS instruments on datum point and known 
points, transfer corrected value and other information continually each other. 

The third step of using CORS to operate is survey the unknown points coordinate, set up GPS 
instrument on the unknown points, then the observed value can be gained, at the same time, received 
the corrected value which transfer from datum point through GSM, based on the observed value and 
corrected value, the relatively accurate coordinate value of unknown points can be gained.     

5. Method of Building Database 

Cause the traffic information system requires the data was organized and standard, one database 
is need to established to save, manage, organize and use the data which was acquisition by CORS. 

According to the current application reality, establish a relational database is a good choice. 
Relational database use two-dimensional table to store the data, we can store the name of points in 
the columns and coordinate value in the rows, it can be expressed like Figure1: 

 

 
Figure 1. Coordinate value store in table 

 
Commonly used relational database tools all can be used to finish the work, such like Access, 

Visual FoxPro, SQL Server, Oracle, etc.  
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6. Link to Traffic Information System 

Traffic information system is generally consisting of three parts: data layer, platform layer and 
application layer. The data layer’s mission is to store and use data, platform layer’s mission is to 
supply the running of whole system, the application layer’s mission is running specific application 
program. link the database to traffic information system is the foundation for whole system running 
successfully. A kind of simple and quick method is to write a data interface in the system, through 
the data interface, the platform layer can directly read data in the database, and the data will be stored 
in the storage unit of the platform layer, and then provide for the use of the application layer, at the 
end, the use results will be sent back to the data layer.      

7. Conclusion 

The introduction of traffic information system is effective measures to improve the traffic 
management level and efficiency, and basic data acquisition and use is the key to success of the traffic 
information system. With the characteristics of fast speed and high accuracy, CORS is a good choice 
for the data acquisition of traffic information system, use CORS to gather coordinate data, and build 
the database to store the data, can greatly improve the construction speed of traffic information system, 
and can effectively guarantee the quality of the system, and This method will soon become the 
mainstream.   
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